
  

 

 

 
June 8, 2010 

 
 
Dr. Douglas Bauer 
Department of Homeland Security 
Science and Technology Directorate 
Explosives Division 
245 Murray Lane 
Washington, DC 20528 
 
Dear Doug, 

As you know, since the accident at Texas Tech in January, we have implemented a 
voluntary stop-work order in the ALERT laboratories performing experimental work 
with energetic materials.  During these months, we have been very busy working with 
our partners to ensure the development of a strong culture of safety in place at each 
ALERT university, and that the correct protocols and procedures are in place that 
reinforce that culture.  To support our partners, we have also enacted a Safety Program 
that provides a baseline from which their local efforts can be evaluated. 

Two weeks ago, the ALERT Safety Review Board visited Texas Tech as part of the Safety 
Compliance Assurance Plan which is part of the Safety Program.  This was a follow-up to 
my own visit to Texas Tech in February with John Beaty, in which we had made several 
recommendations to their university leadership regarding institutional changes that 
should be made to effect safe and responsible behavior from the top down.   

The SRB panel that convened on May 25th was comprised of experienced professionals in 
the areas of energetic materials (Bill Koppes, Michael Coburn) and laboratory safety 
(Ronald Willey).  Before their visit, the panel reviewed extensive documentation 
provided by Texas Tech which included not only the SOPs for all lab work written 
individually by the students who would perform the experiments, but also each 
individual’s safety training certificates and the broader university guidelines and safety 
protocols.  During the visit itself, the panel took copious notes on their findings during 
the interviews and tours, which served as primary material for the report they submitted 
to me last week.   



 

I have analyzed the advance material submitted by Texas Tech and the primary material 
and final report submitted by the SRB (all of which I am attaching to this letter for your 
perusal).  It appears clear that the Texas Tech administration has responded to the 
original recommendations made in my first visit and gone well beyond those in their 
development of a viable culture of safety at the university.  Based on my analysis, I find 
that there is a strong commitment to safety at Texas Tech and therefore, I fully endorse 
the report by the SRB and their conclusion that “Texas Tech University is prepared to 
resume energetic materials research under the ALERT program”.   Thus, it is my intent to 
lift the suspension of experimental work at Texas Tech.  In the near future I will be in 
contact with you regarding the other partners affected by the voluntary suspension.   

Doug, I look forward to your feedback. 

Sincerely, 

 
Michael B. Silevitch 
Robert D. Black Professor of Engineering 
co-Director, Awareness & Localization of  
Explosives-Related Threats (ALERT) 
 
 
 
cc:  Dr. Matthew Clark 
 Dr. Laura Parker 



Report of the Alert Safety Review Board Annual Visit to Texas Tech 
University: an ALERT partner 

Executive Summary 

On May 25, 2010 three representatives of the ALERT Safety Review Board (SRB) conducted 
the first annual site visit to the Texas Tech. University in Lubbock, Texas.  The SRB board 
members who made the visit were William Koppes, Mike Coburn, and Ronald J. Willey (authors 
of this report).  An agenda of the review was prepared by Professor Brandon Weeks and is 
attached.  Overall, we found the personnel at TTU to be very cooperative.  Based on our 
assessment, the laboratories of Profs. Weeks and Hope-Weeks are meeting all aspects expected 
of the ALERT Safety Program, and the group may resume research again in the general field of 
energetics synthesis and testing. 

Introduction 

As the result of an incident, the Awareness and Localization of Explosives-Related Threat 
(ALERT) program headquartered at Northeastern University developed a Safety Program for all 
ALERT members handling energetic materials.  The program included three main aspects: safety 
awareness education, establishment and external review of written safety protocols and standard 
operating procedures, and a safety compliance assurance program.  The purpose of the report 
below is to discuss how well one of the members of the ALERT team, Texas Tech. University, 
under the direction of Professors Brandon Weeks and Louisa Hopes-Weeks, is meeting the 
requirements of the overall ALERT safety program. 

General Interviews and Discussions 

As seen in the agenda provided in Appendix 2, the SRB interviewed and met with several key 
members of the Texas Tech community who have direct involvement in laboratory safety as 
related to the Weeks’ laboratories.  Attached are some of the key points learned or addressed: 

Mr. Randy Nix and Jared Martin – Representing University Environmental 
Health and Safety Department 

Our morning interviews began with the University EH&S representatives.  There has been an 
improvement in the safety culture since the incident across the University.  They oversee several 
hundred laboratories on campus in terms of laboratory safety.  They are responsible for safety 
training and have 16 training modules available for safety training in the various research areas 
that require it.  Their policy is to perform annual inspections of these laboratories.  The 
committee was provided with the inspection results for both Profs. B. Weeks and L. Hopes-
Weeks laboratories completed earlier this year.  Mr. Nix noted that Texas Tech has had a history 
handling energetic materials, and that TTU works with the Local Fire Department and Lubbock 
County Bomb squad in the disposal of excess energetic materials as well as working with the two 



groups in terms of training and practice.  The University is exempt from ATF (Bureau of Federal 
Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms) guidelines; however, the University has been reviewed by the 
ATF in terms of proper storage of energetics.  EH&S reviewed the university procedures on the 
disposal of energetics and solvents generated in the synthesis steps.   Later in the day the 
committee saw the isolated building used to store waste solvents after EH&S picks these up.  
There is no charge back to PI’s for chemical waste disposal, and it is managed in an acceptable 
manner with waste pickups on an as needed basis. 

Dr. Alice M. Young – Representing the University Administration via the Vice 
Provost of Research 

Dr. Young represented the senior administration at the University.  Her expertise is in the 
handling of Schedule 1 through 5 narcotics and she has a background in behavioral psychology.  
She is spearheading a University wide task force that will be making recommendations for 
improved University safety shortly.  These recommendations will include a presentation on 
safety to 1st year tenure track faculty, a contract with students on expectations in terms of safety, 
recommendations on purchasing and control of chemicals moving through the university, and 
possibly a centralized chemical ordering system.  She desires that an ombudsman be put in place 
for graduate students so that they would have a “safe haven” to bring up concerns, including 
concerns about their personal safety.   She further desires that any external funding 
proposals/grants as well as thesis and dissertations contain a section on safety and compliance 
related information such as protocols for safe operations.  The question that her working group is 
addressing is “what do I [the PI] do to promote the responsible scholar” 

Mr. Justo Adame – Chemistry Stockroom Supervisor 

Mr. Adame has taken on the responsibly of laboratory safety for the chemistry department.  
There are 120 laboratories in the department of chemistry.  He takes care of the solvent 
management for these laboratories.  He has undertaken the compliance of individual laboratories 
with the storage of flammable solvents, using the NFPA laboratory guidelines.  He mentioned 
that many “legacy” chemicals have been removed from laboratories and the overall safety and 
attitudes have improved since the incident. 

Dr. Mark Vaughn – Safety Committee Chemical Engineering Department 

Mark Vaughn, who has 15 years of experience with Dow Chemical, focused on the organization 
of the safety and reviews done within the chemical engineering department.  The chemical 
engineering department is completing a search for a departmental safety officer who should be in 
place by the end of June 2010.  He noted the difference in safety culture between industry and 
academia.  Our discussion continued in direction and terms of methods to change the safety 
culture – what carrot and stick methods should be employed to encourage PI’s to consider safety 
within their laboratories? 

Professor Dom Casadonte, Chemistry Chair 

Prof. Dom Casadonte, chair of the department of chemistry, told us of the changes implemented 
in the chemistry department since the incident.  All researchers must undergo University safety 
training before beginning experiments.  He issued a memo to all 25 department faculty giving 
them 5 business days to clean their laboratories, rid themselves of excess solvents, and if they 



exceeded the NFPA guidelines for flammable solvent storage, to rid the solvents and bring 
themselves into compliance.  The alternative for non-compliance was a 3 day suspension without 
pay.  The outcome was very successful.  All PI’s complied.   

John E. Kobza – Senior Associate Dean School of Engineering 

John met with us directly after lunch.  He explained briefly his role in the control of capital 
projects and improvements.  He told us that each department has their own safety plan.  He then 
relayed to us an experience of an upgrade of a fluid’s laboratory with the safety of the students in 
mind. 

Meeting with Students working in the ALERT laboratories 

We met with 7 graduate students in the afternoon (a listing of attendees is in Appendix 1).  Their 
matriculations varied from 1 week to 5 years.  We learned that on-line safety training is now 
required before entering the laboratory.  The training has been verified by us through the review 
of a separate document that shows the certificates earned by everyone working in the Weeks’ 
laboratories.   Further, each student testified in person that they had gone through the University 
on-line training program.  We further learned that 6 of the 7 also attended the first ALERT 
training program.  They were candid about the ineffectiveness of the first training program from 
their perspective.  They felt that the course was much too long and contained so much 
information that was not relevant to their operations that they lost interest.  Specifically, they 
requested training closer to the handling of energetic materials in the university laboratory 
environment.  The SRB agreed to prepare such for the November 2010 time frame.  Further 
detailed discussion followed about what type of spatula should be used in preparation.  No easy 
answered followed as plastic doesn’t cause friction but can carry static charge, while stainless 
steel won’t carry static charge, but can cause friction and resultant ignition under certain 
conditions.  We also listened to one student describe his procedure for preparing an energetic 
material.  We verified that this student understood the hazards involved and used protocols that 
maintained safe handling and respect of the material. 

Laboratory Tour of Prof. Louisa Hope – Weeks Laboratory 

We toured Prof. L. Hope-Weeks laboratory, Room 218 Chemistry Building, just before lunch.  A 
photograph of the laboratory is attached as Figure 1 at the end of this report.  We observed safety 
showers and eye wash in place.  We observed researchers (graduate students) wearing 
appropriate laboratory clothing with safety goggles on.  We observed MSDS sheets and the 
experimental protocols available as specified in the ALERT safety program document.  Each 
protocol was written by the researchers responsible for the work.  No ALERT work was in 
progress, as expected.   

Laboratory Tour of Prof. Brandon Weeks Laboratories 

We toured two rooms assigned to Brandon Weeks – Room 110 and Room 6 Chemical 
Engineering Building.  Neither Room 110 nor Room 6 involves energetic material synthesis.  
Room 110 has characterization equipment.  Room 110 also contains a locked safe that holds the 
energetic samples.  Room 6 is specifically set up to work with energetic materials with a 
segregated area for their drop-weight impact test (Figure 2 below).  Their device is an automated 
drop test that isolates the tester from the drop test when the weight falls.  We witnessed the 



deficiency brought up by Prof. B. Weeks regarding the lack of an emergency shower or eye wash 
in Room 110.  John Kobra was with us during the tour and took note.  We anticipate that this 
shower and eye wash will be installed in the near future. 
 

Prof. Brandon Weeks Criticism of the ALERT Safety Program Document 

1. Plan does not address fire safety or disposal procedures. 
2. The hammer test (p. 11, VI.b.) should not be required if a drop-weight impact machine is 

easily accessible. 
3. Inconsistency between V.b.i (use wooden splints instead of metal spatulas) and VI. A, 

where a metal spatula is used in the flame test (p.10). 
4. Long pants should be required (p. 9, II.e.). 

Recommendations based on visit 

1. The laboratory shower and eye wash station in Brandon Weeks must be installed. 
2. Maximum quantity of any explosive prepared during any single synthesis must not 

exceed 500 mg total (Weeks feels that 500 mg is too much. Initial synthesis in their labs 
is restricted to 50 mg.). 

3. Consideration of allowing fire extinguishers within laboratories.  Provide training of all 
personnel working in laboratory via a dry runs on how and under what conditions (flame 
size for example) to use these extinguishers in an event of a small fire (say flame that is 
less than 1 foot in diameter). 

4. That the SRB prepare a specific training module related to the specific handling of 
explosives that are being synthesized in the Hope-Weeks’ laboratory. 

Conclusion 

Based on our visit and review, Texas Tech University is prepared to resume energetic materials 
research under the ALERT program. 

Appendix 1 

Texas Tech students who met with the ALERT Safety Review Board May 25, 2010  
 
Tri Le 
Sarah Cox 
Jason Abbott 
Charlotte Sisk-Scott 
Sanjoy Bhattacharia 
Marauo Davis 
Oleksandr Bushugeo 



Appendix 2 – Original Schedule for SRB Visit Arranged by Brandon 
Weeks 

8:30 – EHS (Jared Martin and Randy Nix) – Overview of the University Safety Policy 
9:30 – Dr. Alice Young (and/or other) – Overview of the University Safety Committee and 
administrative representative 
10:15 – Justo Adame – Overview of Chemistry Safety Policy 
10:45 – Dr. Mark Vaughn – Overview of Chemical Engineering Safety Policy 
11:15 – Dr. Dom Casadonte – Chemistry Chair 
11:45 – Lunch break 
12:30 – Dr. John Kobza – College of Engineering Representative 
1:00 – Dr. Brandon Weeks (representing self and Hope-Weeks) 
1:45 – Students 
2:45 – Tour of labs 



 
Figure 1. Photograph of Prof. L. Hope-Weeks laboratory with Bill Koppes, SRB member on the 
right side. 
 

 
Figure 2. Drop-weight impact test device set up in an isolated area in the Prof. Brandon Weeks’ 
Room 6 laboratory. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Date:   February 26, 2010 
 
To:   Dr. Brandon Weeks 
 
Department:  Chemical Engineering 
 
Building Name: Chemical Engineering Building 
 
From:   Jared Martin 
   Office of Environmental Health and Safety 
 
Subject:  Lab Safety Survey 
 
Date of Survey: January 27, 2010 
 
On January 27th

 

, 2010, a laboratory safety survey was conducted in rooms 110 and 06 in 
the Chemical Engineering Building.  This report provides you with recommendation to 
assist you in placing your laboratory in compliance. 

 

 
Laboratory 110 

Fact/Finding: MSDS’s were not complete. 
 
Recommendation/Conclusion: MSDS’s need to be available for all chemicals stored and 
used in laboratory.  I was informed that the collection of MSDS’s was being done. 
 
Fact/Finding: Chair is covered in cloth. 
 
Recommendation/Conclusion: Chairs need to be covered with and easily cleaned (non-
fabric) material. 
 
Fact/Finding: There in no eyewash or safety shower in 110.  There is an eyewash 
safety shower station located in 104 but is not always accessible to lab personnel. 
 
Recommendation/Conclusion: Portable eyewash bottles can be placed in laboratory.  It is 
also recommended that it should be looked into placing a safety shower that is accessible 
to laboratory personnel. 
 
 



Fact/Finding: Needles and razor blades were not secured in laboratory. 
 
Recommendation/Conclusion: Needles and razor blades need to be secured to prevent 
accidental sticks and cuts. 
 
Fact/Finding: Sharps were disposed in glass waste container. 
 
Recommendation/Conclusion: Sharps need to be disposed of in a sharps container.  Once 
the container is full it needs to be sealed and a request sent to EH&S for disposal. 
 
Fact/Finding: Waste container not properly filled out. 
 
Recommendation/Conclusion: This was corrected on site. 
 
Fact/Finding: Bottle carriers and/or transportation carts are not being used. 
 
Recommendation/Conclusion: Was informed that this would be corrected. 
 

 
Laboratory 06 

Fact/Finding: Flammable chemicals were being stored in conventional refrigerator. 
 
Recommendation/Conclusion: If flammable or combustible chemicals need to be stored 
in a refrigerator, they need to be stored in an approved refrigerator for 
flammable/combustible chemicals. 
 
 
 
This report is for your information and/or action.  Please inform us of any corrective 
measures taken or planned before our follow-up survey in approximately 30 days.  If you 
desire clarification or elaboration concerning any of the items identified in this survey 
report, please feel free to contact me at 2-3876.  Thank you. 
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Figure 10-2 A typical process safety checklist. A list of this type is frequenly used before amore complete analysis.Adapted from Henry E. Webb, "What-io Do When Disaster Strikes,li inSafe and Efficient Ptant operation and Mainienance. Richard Greene, ed. (New york: McGraw-Hiil, 1980).
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Further study required I
Does not apply I
Conpleted I

General layout
l, er_e3s properly drained? g r- e o2, Aisleways provided? Bri tr E3, Fire walls, dikes and special guardrails 7 !

needed? n./.'
4. Hazardoud underground obstructions? ;r," ; 

"A. 5, Hazardous overhead restrictions? X E C,6. Emergency accesses and exits? .C o E.;7, Enough headroom? tr u gB, Access for emergency vehiclesZ -q/ i o9. Safe storage space ior raw materials and
.finished products? grti trl0.Adequate platforms for safe rnaincenance
operations ? .d tr11.Hoists and elevators properly designed

safeguarded? 6' gl2,Clearance for overhead power lines? o o
Bui ldings

1. Adequate ladders, stairr^ravs and

tr

rV

escapeways?
2. Fire doors required?
3. Head obstructions rnarked?4. Ventilation adequate?
5. Need for i-adder or st.airway to roof ?6. Safety glass specified whe-re necessary?7. Need for fireproofed structural steel?

tr o ,€.
otr16{
o .(9 1,6
suu
tr. O ;db"' o i,iltroi4j"-'

Process
1. Consequences of exposure to..adJacent

operations considered? /i -4
z. special fume or dust hoods reguired? $, : C:'
3. Unstable materials properly sforedl 76 ; ;4. Process laboratory checked- for runaway

explosj-ve conditions? Al tr o5. Provisions for protection from explosions? /g I o6. Hazardous reactions possible due to
mistakes or contamination? nt'n7. chernistry oi-p.o.""ses compreteLy u L] s o

-.,-. understood and reviewed?
..-.-.8'i vrovisions for rapid disposal of reactants 

v - o o

.-^ -.-* *t-a.q€mergency? o o o9. Failureof@te.*-:-*_:
cause of hazards? V-{ tr o
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Further study
Does not apply
Completed 1

3. Special isolation for hazardous equipmentZ (o
4. Guards for beLts, pulleys, sheaves and

gears? o
5. Schedule for checking protective devices? tr
6. Dikes for gny storjlge ranks? o
?. Guard raifs for sLorage tanks? tr'8, Construction material-s compatibLe with

process cherni.cals ? tr
9. Reclaimed and replacement equipment checked

structural.Ly and for process pressures? tr
l0.Pipelines independently supported to relieve

pumps and other equipment, as necessary? B
Il.Automatic lubrication of critical

machlnery? o
l2,Emergency standby equipment needed? ct

Venting
1, Relief valves or rupture disks required? o
2. Material-s of construction corrosion

resistant? tr
3. Vents properly designed? (Size, direction,

configuration? ) tr
4. F1ame arrestors required on vent l-ines? o
5, Relief valves protected from plugging

by rupture disks? o
6. Telltale pressure gauges installed betrreen

rupture disks and relief valve? g

Instrument and Electrical
1. Al-1 controls fail safe? o
2, DuaI indication of process variables

naaaaca rrt2 .o
3. AII eguiprnent properly l_abeLl,ed? tr
4. Tubing runs protected? tr
5. Safeguards provided for process controL

when an instrument must be taken out
of service? o

6. Process safety affected by response lag? tr
7, Label-s for a1f start-stop switches? tr
B, Equipment designed to permit lockout

protection?
9, El"ectrical failures cause unsafe

conditions ?

l0.Sufficient Iighring for both ourside
and inside operations? o

l1.Lights provided for aL1 sight glasses,
showers and eyebaths? o

l2.Breakers adequated for circuit protection? tr
13,A11 equipment grounded? o

required
l

o
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Figurel0-2 (continued)



l4,Special interlocks needed for safe
operation?

15,nmergency standby power on Iighting
eguiPment required?

l6.Emergency escape lighting required
during Power failure?

17.AIl necessary communications equipment
Drovided?

l8.nirergency disconnect switches properly
marked?

lg.SpeciaL explosion proof electrical
fixtures required?

Safety EquiPmen!
1. fire extinguishers required?
2. Special reipiratory equipment reguired?
3. Diking material required?
4. Colorimetric indicator tubes required?
5. r'laIrunable vapor detection qppaxatus,

required?
5. fire extinguishing materials compatible

with Process materials?
7, Special emergency procedures and alarms

required?

Raw Materials
1. Any materials and products require special

handling equiPment?
2. Any raw material-s and products affected by

extreme weather conditions?
3, Any products hazardous from a toxic or

fire standPoint?
4. Proper containers being used? 

-5. Conlainers properly labelled for toxicity,
flamrnability, stabilitY, etc?

6. Consequences of bad spills considered?
?. Speciil instructions needed for containers

or for stoxage and warehousing bY
distributors ?

B. Does warehouse have operating instructj-ons
covering each Product regarded as
critical ?

Further study required
Does not apPIY .l

Completed I
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Figurel0-2 (continued)
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